
!!!!!! !
RGB Red, Green, Blue. Colors used by computer monitors. !
CMYK  Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, Black. Colors used for printing. !!!
Weight  This refers to a paper’s thickness and is measured in pounds (lb. or #). !
Bond / Writing Paper that is compatible with office copier machines and laser printers.  

20, 24, and 28 lb. bond paper is equivalent to 50, 60, and 70 lb. text 
paper. !

Text / Book Lighter type of paper.  !
Card stock / Cover Heavier type of paper. !
Recycled Typically acid-free and chlorine-free paper, but quality is not as good. !!!
Matte / Uncoated Good quality print without the vibrant colors of glossy finishes. It has the 

benefit of not being vulnerable to fingerprint smudging and does not give 
off any glare. It produces a clean, muted look.  !

Gloss / Coated Designed to make the printed object look sharp and vibrant, much like a 
photograph. Glossy paper must be handled carefully so as not to create 
fingerprints and markings on the paper. !

Aqueous Coating  Protective coating that protects against smudging, fingerprints, and 
scratches. It also prevents the paper and colors from turning yellow over 
time. !

Laid  A paper finish with textured lines on its surface. Often used for business 
stationery materials, like letterheads and business cards. !

Linen  Similar to a laid finish, but the textured lines are finer and more 
prevalent. Also used with business stationery. !!
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Weight Definition Pound Examples

Extra Light < 110 # text Copy Paper (20# bond, 50# text)

Light     110 # text Index cards

Medium       80 # card stock Linen card stock, Postcards

Heavy     110 # card stock Business cards

Extra Heavy > 110 # card stock High quality stationery

Product Recommendations

Letterhead 60-70# text

Envelope 60# text

Postcard 80-100# gloss card stock

Poster 120# matte card stock / 100# gloss text (13” wide x 19” tall)

Invitations 100# matte card stock / 100# gloss text (5.5”wide x 8.5” tall)

Brochure 80-100# gloss text with aqueous coating

Business card 100# matte card stock / 100# gloss card stock
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